


● ARMSLOCK™ vision is to establish itself as a global leader in the weapon
safety field by introducing a top-notch smart holsters solution. By that, we 
are committed to minimize human casualties caused by tragic accidental 
shootings and unauthorized use of weapons.

● ARMSLOCK™ is dedicated to innovate, produce and promote its
revolutionary RS smart holsters - designed to provide gun owners the 
highest and safest control over their personal weapons without any limits 
while drawing the weapon from the holster.

● Through collaboration with Israel’s leading security experts and high tech
technology ARMSLOCK™ has managed to build the most suitable and
qualified Smart holsters in the market, that would serve both: officials
carrying a gun and private civilians.
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RS-1 & RS-2 

The RS-1 and RS-2 are the first products of Armslock:

RS-1 identifies the gun owner with a unique chip.

RS-2 identifies the gun owner by biometric identification.

Both systems can be disabled with a mechanical key, so the entire

mechanism can be activated or deactivated (locked or unlocked) upon

demand.

In addition, we developed a car / home adapter designed specifically for the RS  

gun holsters 
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 Immediate availability

 Access only to gun owner

 Prevent Snatching

 Can be used as a regular holster

 Fast , reliable and easy to use mechanism

 Rapid drawing when needed

 Prevents the unauthorized use of weapons
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 TARGET MARKET
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Civilian handguns owners

Civilian handgun carriers (open 
and concealed)

Security forces (Police, Hospital 
security guards, Court guards, 
etc.)



 THE PRIVATE SECTOR

 The private sector is comprised of civilians privately owning small firearms.

 Worldwide, there are approximately 650 million privately owned small

firearms.

 USA is on top with 390M privately owned guns. India is 2nd with 46M and

Germany is 3rd with 25M.

 In 2017 more than 42% of Americans owned at least one firearm and data

shows that roughly 66% of firearm owners own more than one gun.

 The 390M small firearms privately owned in the US divide into: 164M

handguns, 130M rifles and 96M shotguns.
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 facts & figures
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Fact 1
• Over 41,000 people died in 2017 from gun fires.  (Highest in 50 years).

Fact 2
• Firearms are the third leading cause of death in the US.

Fact 3
• Most gun owners keep their weapons unlocked & loaded in reachable places like a

bedroom or a kitchen drawer - 1 out of 3 households with kids own guns.

Fact 4

• More than 2,700 people are killed by accidental shooting or due to
weapons negligence every year.

Fact 5

• 30 injured in the age 0-17 and more than 50 adults are reported to be caused by
accidental shooting per day (based on annual average).



Uri Bar-Lev – Chairman

Major General Uri Bar-Lev has held numerous 
high   ranking positions in both Israel Defence 

Forces&Israeli Police. In his Last position before 
retiring from the police force, Bar-Lev served as 

the senior Israel Police and public security 
Attache for North America.

He also held senior posts as Commander of the 
Southern District Police, Head of the Israel police 

intelligence Department and the Israel Police 
representative to Israel’s National Security 

Council.
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Yoni Cohen - Co-Founder and CEO

Yoni brings an extensive experience in leading departments at defense 
organizations in Israel (as a combat officer in the Israeli army and as a 
commander of bodyguard units in the Israeli army and Israeli secret 
services). Yoni holds a B.A in Economics and Business Administration and 
was a founder and CEO of a startup company prior to his current position.

     Gabriel Moshe – Business Development Manager

 CPA & Adv, Gabriel brings over 35 years of experience in managing projects 
of millions of dollars. Gabriel is responsible for assimilating various products 
and collaborations with the world's leading companies.

  Gabriel is a lifelong entrepreneur and is responsible for many successes in 
various markets.

Yaron Moshe Tsion - Co-Founder and PM

Yaron has a comprehensive experience in leading projects in the film and 
television industry in Israel and in the mobile industry.
Yaron is leading the R&D and the production in the company including 
the operational aspects.
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     Yinon Arusi – Operations Manager

Yinon brings over 20 years of experience as projects and operations 
manager. Yinon was leading product development teams and manufacturing 
processes of hundreds of corded and cordless appliances from concept 
through production.  ETL and cETL certified. Yinon holds BSEE degree from 
the University of Bridgeport, CT. and MBA from the University of Phoenix, AZ.

Yuval Gliksman – R&D

Yuval is a Mechanical Engineer who worked for Intel Israel as a security 
officer in the security and control center. He also have experience in control 
and supervision of Samsung products. Yuval's added value is his endless 
creativity, professionalism and outside the box thinking mentality.
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Yuval is an electrical engineer, and has worked in key positions at companies like 
Apple, Intel and PrimeSense.
Yuval also founded ArcYtec Ltd -  a technology consulting company engaging the 
biggest corporates in the market.
Yuval, as part of ArcYtec Ltd. is mainly focused on managing development and 
production processes.

Yuval Inbar – CTO



Mikey Hartman (Ret. LTC) -  Marketing Advisor

Mikey served 22 years in the IDF. Founded the sharpshooting and 
marksmanship school of the IDF. Rewrote the entire shooting doctrine. 
Trained over 500,000 soldiers. He is considered a phenomenon in the 
shooting field. Since his retirement in 2010, he has been the CEO and 
co-owner of two defense orientated companies. Including Hartman 
Optics, which designs and manufactures electro optics. 

     Tsvi Rozen

Tsvi is an experienced entrepreneurial senior executive with 
demonstrated ability to successfully plan, set up and lead small to large 
scale organizations to new levels of success in diverse and highly 
competitive industries and cutting-edge markets. With over than 30 
years in the defense industry, Tsvi brings strong business and technical 
qualifications coupled with in-depth understanding of the defense 
market.

Tal Cohen

Tal has an extensive experience as a senior officer in the Israeli 
counterterrorism unit. In addition, Tal is a certified trainer and shooting 
instructor, who trains security guards at the highest level in terms of 
shooting and correct use of the gun

ADVISORY BOARD
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